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With the increasing amount of data in deep web sources
(hidden from general search engines behind web forms), ac-
cessing this data has gained more attention. This access is
limitted to using methods such as crawling and sampling.
In the algorithms applied in these methods, it is the knowl-
edge of a data source size that enables the algorithms to
make accurate decisions in stopping the crawling or sam-
pling processes which can be so costly in some cases [6].
This tendency to know the sizes of data sources is increased
by the competition among businesses on the Web in which
the data coverage is critical. In the context of quality as-
sessment of search engines [5], search engine selection in the
federated search engines, and in the resource/collection se-
lection in the distributed search field [9], this information is
also helpful. In addition, it can give an insight over some
useful statistics for public sectors like governments.
In any of these mentioned scenarios, in the case of facing a
non-cooperative collection which does not publish its infor-
mation, the size has to be estimated [8]. Since 1998 that this
problem was introduced by Bharat and Broder [4], several
techniques are suggested to estimate the sizes of collections
on the Web [2, 5, 8, 7, 9]. These estimation approaches root
in the techniques applied for human and animals population
estimation [1]. In these techniques, the items in collections
are sampled through several attempts. Having generated a
number of samples, it becomes possible to estimate the size
through calculating the similarities and duplicates among
the samples [1].
In generating samples for size estimation of document col-
lections on the Web, a query is sent to the search engine,
and the returned set of documents is considered as a sam-
ple. In selecting the documents to be in this sample, chosen
query, content of documents, ranking mechanism and many
other features of the collection would effect the probability
of a document to be selected. This makes the selection pro-
cess not random and dependent on a number of factors. In
dealing with these factors and mediating their caused bi-

ases in the estimation process, different approaches are sug-
gested. In our work, we classify these approaches into three
main categories; 1- Approaches which applied bias removal
techniques, 2- approaches with both bias removal and ran-
dom sampling simulation techniques, and 3- No bias removal
or sampling simulation apoplied. From these categories, a
number of approaches are selected to be evaluated. Multi-
ple Capture Recapture [8], Capture History [8], Bar-Yossef
et al. [3] and Modelhr [6] approaches are implemented in
our experiments. In addition to these approaches, a modi-
fied version of Bar-Yossef et al. approach is introduced and
implemtented in our work.
In this paper, Having represented a detailed analysis of the
introduced approaches, an experimental comparison among
them is studied. The suggested approaches in the literature
are categorized and reviewed. The most recent approaches
are implemented and compared in a real environment. In
selecting these real data collections on the Web, it was tried
to include different data collections from different domains
from which the size of collection could be trusted for eval-
uation of accuracy of the estimation approaches. Finally,
four new methods based on the modification of the available
techniques are introduced and evaluated. In one of the in-
troduced methods in this paper, the estimations from other
approaches could be improved ranging from 35 to 65 per-
cent. It is also shown what are the shortcomings and faced
problems regarding each approach.
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